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Our History

Historic Milton

The City of Milton is among the oldest cities in Florida, incorporated in 1844 under the Florida Territorial Acts of 1844.
In founding days, the Blackwater River served as the main transportation artery for timber, lumber, brick, naval stores and ship
building industries. Milton roots go back to the early 1800s when people began settling along the banks of the river. In its earliest
days, the settlement may have been referred to simply as Blackwater.
In the early 1880s, the railroad came to town, bringing a new dimension to the commercial activities of the area. Soon, railroad
tracks covered the county, extending deep into the forests north of town as timber related industries flourished.
Three devastating fires struck Milton in 1885 and 1892. Each largely destroyed the commercial sections of town. The worst fire of
all, in 1909, razed almost every building within two blocks of the river, including the Town Hall. One of the few buildings remaining
was the old courthouse. Downtown Milton today reflects the aggressive rebuilding effort that took place in the years following after
this fire.

In 2017, The Florida
Trust for Historic
Preservation Again
Added the City of
Milton to its 11 Most
Endangered Historic
Sites.
Cited with the threat of
widening Highway 90
through Milton.

“Threat: For decades the Florida Department of
Transportation has consistently proposed widening
Highway 90 through Milton to four lanes, necessitating the
demolition of historic buildings and forever changing the
character of the entire downtown. Currently, the FDOT is
conducting a Project Development & Environmental
(PD&E) Study that is set to determine the fate of Highway
90 and downtown forever. The two official routes in the
study (including a four-lane option) would have major
negative impacts on the district and surrounding eligible
historic resources outside the district. The FDOT has failed
to include a viable route in the study that has no direct
impact on historic buildings despite overwhelming public
support and several feasible options suggested by the
preservation community – such as a southern-alternate.”*
*Florida Trust for Historic Preservation. “Endangered Historic Sites: Milton Historic District.”
www. https://www.floridatrust.org/endangered-sites/milton-downtown-district
(accessed August 23, 2017).

Historic Preservation in the City
Current policies and practice
As Milton plans for growth and revitalization, projects are being undertaken to create the appropriate infrastructure,
environment and amenities necessary to support this expansion.
The City is coordinating with FDOT for the improvements to U.S. 90 to ensure that the needs for transportation
capacity are met – while also preserving the character and integrity of the Historic District.
Milton currently has policies and practices in place that define Historic Preservation for its communities.

Historic Preservation in the City
Current policies and practice
 Unified Development Code – Article 11 Resource Protection Standards defines
Historic Resource Protection
 Comprehensive Plan defines the Historic Preservation Board
 Technical Review Committees (TRC) for development within Historic District

 Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
 Riverfront Master Plan
 Complete Streets Policy Adopted in 2016
 Community Redevelopment Agency

Comprehensive Plan
Adopted September 9, 2014

• The Comprehensive Plan’s approach is to provide flexibility in the development
of property within the district in a manner which balances the interest of the
property owner with the public's need for assurance that development will be
orderly and aesthetically compatible with neighboring structures and historic
resources.
• Acknowledges the City’s historic preservation ordinance, historic preservation
board and the Historic District

• Lists the Historic District Building Inventory, identifies contributing and noncontributing resources
• The Comprehensive Plan addresses the Technical Review Committee Process for
development within the Historic District.

Unified Development Code
• Article 11 Resource Protection Standards, 11.4 of the UDC is for Historical
Resource Protection
• UDC 11.4 defines the Historic Preservation Board (HPB), its duties and
procedures.

• The UDC charges the HPB with using the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation and The City of Milton’s Pattern Book/ Design Guidelines for
Historic Buildings.
• The UDC also calls for all development proposals within the Historic District
to be reviewed by the Community Redevelopment Agency in addition to the
HPB.
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Unified Development Code
The UDC contains Supplementary Design Review
Regulations for the Historic District which has
language for the following:
•
•
•
•

Site Planning
Architecture
Fencing
Exterior Structure Colors

The UDC also addresses:
• Federal and State Incentives for Preservation,
• Archaeological Resource Protection
• Tree Protection - which includes specific language
for Heritage Tree Protection

Historic Preservation Board
7 Voting Members
Governed by The Unified Development Code

Memberships are 4 year terms with the
option of reappointment.

Duties of the Historic Preservation Board

The Historic
Preservation Board
(HPB) purpose is to the
preservation and
protection of buildings
of historic significance.

The HPB shall issue a
certificate of
appropriateness for
renovations or
alterations to regulated
historic structures
within the Historic
District.

The HPB shall require
evidence of a certificate
of appropriateness
prior to authorizing
development order of
building permit
approvals for historic
structures.

All minutes of the
Historic Preservation
Board shall be filed
with the Planning and
Development
Department.

City of Milton’s Riverfront Master Plan
The City of Milton’s
Riverfront Master Plan
includes a vision of the
future.

This vision incorporates
Complete Street design for
streets, entertainment
spaces, parks, residential
locations and shopping areas
throughout Milton’s historic
district and adjacent areas.

Planned Improvements for the Milton Riverfront

City of Milton’s Riverfront Master Plan

Current Status of the intersection Elmira Street
and Caroline Street

Planned improvements for intersection Elmira
Street and Caroline Street

Current Preservation Projects
$60,000 ($120,000 total project cost) special category grant approved by the
State Division of Historical Resources for renovations to the Mount Pilgrim
African Baptist Church. Approved renovations are mostly interior and designed
to mitigate moisture intrusion and existing damage to the structural integrity of
the building.
$20,000 small matching grant approved by the Division of Historical Resources
for establishment of a Historic District Walking Tour. Tour will include a
brochure creation, placards on each participating historic site, and the
development of an application for smartphone usage to provide information
about each historic site.

The Historic Preservation Board meets as needed to review all of the permitted
development within the Historic District.

U.S. 90 and the Transportation Development Process

THE COMPANY PRESENTATION TEMPLATE

Five Steps in the Transportation Development Process

Long Range Planning: The FDOT and local governments
conduct long-range transportation planning on an ongoing
basis to identify and prioritize individual projects.
Project Development and Environment Study (PD&E):
During this step, design options and their social and
environmental effects are examined.
Design: During design, detailed construction plans are
prepared.
Right-Of-Way Acquisition: This phase entails acquisition of
necessary right-of-way, based on the construction plans.
Construction: The roadway is built during this phase.

U.S. 90 and the Transportation Development Process
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U.S. 90 PD&E STUDY
A Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Study is conducted to meet
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
During the study, the locations are determined and conceptual design of
feasible build alternatives for roadway improvements and their social,
economic and environmental effects.

If the study results in a
Build Alternative selection,
the project may proceed to
the next phase of FDOT
Transportation
Development, which is the
Design Phase.

The NEPA/Section 106 Review falls under the PD&E Study. A survey is
conducted to identify all historic structure within the APE, and determine
their eligibility for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. This
process of the PD&E follows the NEPA guidelines for a federally funded
project.

Alternative Corridor Evaluation is conducted to eliminate unreasonable
corridors that do not meet the need, purpose, travel demand and/or have
significant adverse impacts on environmental and cultural resources.
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Project Study Area for the U.S. 90 PD&E
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Evaluation Criteria for PD&E

Socio-Economic

/ NEPA

Historic Resources / Section 106

Company Things Breaking Slide

The PD&E for U.S. 90 originated from a prior PD&E for S.R. 87
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The Regional Goals for the S.R. 87
PD&E Study:
•
•
•

Hurricane Evacuation
Connecting to Whiting Field from I-10
S.R. 87N to S.R. 87S Connectivity

The S.R. 87 Study recommended
the construction of a connector
between S.R. 87N and S.R. 87S.

The 87 PD&E study found that U.S. 90 will
again be exceeding its capacity by the year
2035, even if the Connector is constructed.
As a result, the Florida Alabama
Transportation Planning Organization, along
with local elected officials, along with the
Florida Department of Transportation about
a PD&E study that would specifically look at
an east‐west corridor to relieve the expected
future traffic demands on U.S. 90 through
Milton.

Highway Capacity, is
the maximum daily
and hourly rate at
which vehicles can
be reasonably travel
a segment of
highway

Capacity Design is derived from travel lanes, intersection
configuration, turn lanes, medians, traffic signage and signals.
Mitigating congestion and capacity issues relies on the design of a
network, not just modifying or avoiding points of congestion.

U.S. 90 through
downtown Milton is
currently nearing or
exceeding capacity.
FDOT LOS Service Handbook. “2012 FDOT QUALITY/LEVEL OF SERVICE ANDBOOK TABLES.”
http://www.fdot.gov/planning/systems/programs/sm/los/pdfs/fdot%202012%20generalized
%20service%20volume%20tables.pdf (accessed August 21, 2017).

Critical Issues with U.S. 90 Through Milton
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Congestion occurs in many areas due to single lane travel.
Capacity, the traffic counts and forecasts show that U.S. 90 through
Milton are quickly nearing, or have surpassed its capacity limits in the
downtown area.

Disconnected multi‐modal features throughout the corridor; this
impedes the walkability of the Historic District

Excessive truck traffic downtown averaging 8% of the overall traffic
at nearly one thousand four hundred trucks per day in a single lane travel
area throughout the downtown area of U.S. 90.

Future 6 and 4 lanes merge to 2 lanes near the Historic District.
This increases congestion and safety issues for vehicles, pedestrians and
bicyclists
Capacity

Congestion

Critical Issues for the Existing U.S. 90
Safety, during a 5 year study period analyzed for the traffic analysis, the
segment of U.S. 90 within our study area had statistically more accidents
than other similar roadways in Florida for 4 out of the 5 years. There were
over 300 crashes resulting in nearly 200 injuries and 2 fatalities during the
analysis period. A significant majority of the crashes were caused by rear
end collisions, which reflect stop and go traffic and congested conditions. U.S. 90 Arterial Study: Vulnerable Road Users, dated June 6th, 2014.
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The disconnected multimodal features will also remain through downtown due to the lack of right of
way. This would adversely impact the walkability of the downtown

90

This proposed route mostly bypasses the City of Milton’s Historic District creating an adverse
economic impact to the businesses in the commercial Historic District
Conflicts with the City of Milton’s riverfront plans. Could affect the growth pattern of the city, and
shift commercial development away from its effective land use
Proposed 6-lane transition to a 2-lane facility would be a concern for
creating congestion and safety issues for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists

Alternative 2
Lacks Viability

Multiple residential properties impacted, including potential historic structures,
Title VI area and limited English Populations
Northbound traffic will still utilize the existing roadway according to traffic analysis

More costly than other alternatives
Significant impact to wetlands

Alternative 2

FDOT adopted a Complete Streets Handbook for future
roadway design. An FDOT Complete Streets Design Manual
will also be released in December, 2017. The City of Milton
will work with FDOT to design streets that context of the
Historic District.
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In the future 6-lane transition to a 2-lane facility would be a concern for creating congestion and safety
issues for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists

90

This proposed route mostly bypasses the City of Milton’s Historic District creating an adverse
economic impact to the businesses in the commercial Historic District
Could affect the growth pattern of the city, and shift commercial development away from its
effective land use
There is also a potential for Business relocations at the State Road 89/U.S. 90

Alternative 3
Lacks Viability

This alternative has the highest amount of Florida Natural Areas Inventory priority
wetland and critical habitat impacts of all the alternatives.
New at‐grade crossing of the Blackwater Heritage Trail
May have the highest right of way costs of all the alternatives
Significant impact to wetlands

Alternative 3

FDOT adopted a Complete Streets Handbook for future
roadway design. An FDOT Complete Streets Design Manual
will also be released in December, 2017. The City of Milton
will work with FDOT to design streets that context of the
Historic District.
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Does not offer a solution for the large truck traffic currently traveling through the constrained 2 lane
portion of U.S. 90 in downtown. Relief from this traffic will not be realized until the S.R. 87 Connector is
built, currently projected past the year 2040.

90

Projections show that Berryhill, Willing and Broad Streets; and Munson Highway between Stewart
Street and Broad Street will also be at 90 to 113% capacity by the design year by 2025
Does not address the growing congestion on U.S. 90/ SR 10 due to the roadway being at capacity for
annual average daily trips of motor vehicles.
The future 87 Connector will not relieve the long term traffic issues of U.S. 90
(18% reduction).

No Build
Alternative
Lacks Viability

Lack of an effective transition from the proposed 6 lane portion of U.S. 90
to the 2‐lane facility through downtown Milton
Roadway’s inability to accommodate future growth in East Milton and the county’s
industrial park.

Disconnected multimodal facilities through the downtown area due to limited
right of way
Congestion and Safety Issues continue to Increase

No Build Alternative Roadway Capacity

Compared with the No Build
alternative, the four Build alternatives
will improve the segments of U.S. 90
that are overcapacity. Although
segments of U.S. 90 remain
overcapacity, some v/c ratios are
reduced up to 50% under certain
scenarios and most local streets within
the study area will experience
improved v/c ratios.

Alternative 3

Preliminary Findings
The preliminary results from FDOT show that the bypass alternatives, alternatives 2 and 3, do not perform as well as
alternatives 1 and 4. This is generally due to traffic intrusion onto local city streets, social and
environmental impacts, and added costs for a longer bridge

Adverse Impacts
Alternatives 2 and 3 were found to have significant
adverse impacts to the historic and environmental
resources along the APE for the alternatives.
Increased traffic for current residential areas

No Solution to Congestion
The No Build alternative leaves no solution to the
growing congestion on U.S. 90/ SR 10 due to the
roadway being at capacity for annual average daily
trips of motor vehicles.

Public Input
Comments received from the Corridor Alternatives
Public Meeting indicate that Corridor 1 is the public
preferred, followed by alternatives not presented at
the meeting. Due to the low rankings and lower
public support, it is recommended that Corridors 2
and 3 be eliminated and Corridors 1 and 4 be
continued forth in the study for further evaluation.

.

As a result, the recommendation for the elimination of Corridors 2 and 3 was submitted to
FHWA for review on November 19, 2015 (See Appendix G). On January 4, 2016, FHWA approved
the elimination of the corridors. On February 5, 2016,
this document was approved by FHWA.
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Southern Bypass – FDOT Position
District 3 Response
FDOT District Secretary Phillip Gainer wrote in a May 2 letter to Milton Mayor Wesley Meiss
that after coordination between the agency and the Federal Highway Administration "it was
determined that the southern alternative should be eliminated from consideration.”

Gainer also wrote in his letter to Mayor Meiss that the "no-build" option and two
alternatives for the direction of the road remain under evaluation and will be discussed
at a public hearing in the fall.
.

FDOT, District 3, is considering
Alternative 1 & Alternative 4
17
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There is a concern, that although Eastbound connectivity is direct, the westbound traffic is rather
indirect and traffic circulation might be somewhat confusing. There will likely be a learning curve for the
local public to understand the 3 lane configuration; whereas non-local traffic will not be adaptive to the
atypical traffic pattern.

90

Potential adverse impacts to residential areas by diverting large amounts of traffic in historically
residential neighborhoods; or by adverse impacts to noise and air quality of nearby residential
neighborhoods
Provides opportunities for addressing the multimodal connectivity on the existing U.S.
90 corridor, as well as adding new multimodal opportunities between the city park on
the east side of the river, to the boardwalk and the Blackwater Heritage State Trail.

Alternative 4

This alternative generally has fewer environmental impacts than Alternatives 2
and 3, but slightly higher than Alternative 1 due to the proximity to the canal
north of Monroe Street. There are also potential residential impacts in that area
as well.
This alternative provides the most operational and mobility improvements out of
any of the corridors by separating the westbound and eastbound traffic
movements

Alternative 4

FDOT adopted a Complete Streets Handbook for future roadway design. An
FDOT Complete Streets Design Manual will also be released in December,
2017. The City of Milton will work with FDOT to design streets that context
of the Historic District.
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Allow opportunity to address gap in multi-modal features, allows the City to increase the walkability of
its downtown historic district.

90

Maintains the historic traffic pattern, keeps the traffic downtown and away from current residential
areas.
Least amount of wetland, floodplain, and priority habitat impacts.
Minimal impact to historic sites, does not impact historic residences
The only alternative that does not impact a residence
Design speed limit will be 25 mph for traffic calming in the downtown Historic
District

Alternative 1

Maintenance of traffic during construction is critical along U.S. 90, especially
through Downtown Milton. Full access to the abutting businesses along U.S. 90
must be maintained at all times to guarantee adequate connectivity and minimal
business disruption
Follows local Future Land Use Plans, the Riverfront Master Plan
Does not divert traffic away from the commercial core of the Historic District

Alternative 1

Alternative
FDOT adopted a Complete Streets Handbook for future
roadway design. An FDOT Complete Streets Design Manual will
also be released in December, 2017. The City of Milton will
work with FDOT to design streets that context of the Historic
District.

Each structure within a
Historic District should be
evaluated for its historic
significance.
Typically, any building 50
years or older, will be
reviewed for its historic
integrity.

Historic Resources within an existing or potential Historic District, properties are
identified as either:
• Contributing – A contributing property helps make a historic district historic,
typically it was built in the period of significance, and retains historic integrity.
A contributing resource will typically possess its original/historic fenestration,
roofing and exterior cladding. However, a resource does not have to be an
academic “high-style” or work of a master to be considered contributing. A
contributing building may not be eligible as an individual listing for the NRHP.
• Non- Contributing – A building within a Historic District that does not
contribute to the historic integrity of the resource. Most commonly, the
building will have lost its historic integrity due to loss of materials, or original
footprint is obscured by additions and alterations.
• Eligible for National Register – This does not automatically nominate, or list
the building on the National Register of Historic Places. To be nominated for
National Register Inclusion is a lengthy process. This indicates that the
resource could be eligible pending further review. During a Section 106
Review, being identified as eligible for the NRHP allows protection of the
NHPA.

Individual Property Listing on the
National Register of Historic Places
For a property to be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places it must initially meet the National Register
Criteria for Evaluation:
A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in our past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.

Individual Property Listing on the
National Register of Historic Places
 Once a property has been determined to initially meet the National Register Evaluation Criteria, an
extensive research and recording of the property begins, following the recommendation of the National
Register Bulletin for completing the National Register Registration Form
 To be listed on the National Register it must be nominated for inclusion
 The registration forms, nomination letters and documentation go to the State historic preservation office
(SHPO)
 The SHPO can take one of several options: reject the property, ask for more information, list the property
just with the state, or send the forms for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
 The NRHP then conducts its own review and determination of the property

Historic Resources within APE of U.S. 90
• 153 historic resources are within the APEs of the two proposed US 90 Alternatives.
• This includes 37 previously recorded resources
• 116 newly recorded resources, typically buildings that were not 50 years old during the 1987
Historic District Report
• Of the 153 resources identified, 126 lack the architectural distinction and the significant historical
associations necessary to be considered for listing in the NRHP and are recommended ineligible.

• Twenty-seven historic resources are recommended eligible for listing in the NRHP, either
individually or as contributing to the Milton Historic District (8SR00394), including the historic
district itself.
• The Milton Historic District (8SR00394) was listed in the NRHP on November 12, 1987, and
should remain eligible for listing based upon the results of the current survey. The District
contains 162 resources, including 117 contributing and 45 non-contributing resources.

Historic Properties Within the US 90 PDE Study APE

Resources with the Potential to be Adversely Impacted by Alternative 1
Site File ID

Resource Name

Status

Status

8SR00394

Milton Historic District

National Register
Listed

Added to NRHP in 1987

8SR00724

Fisher Hamilton (A) (Commercial Vernacular)

Contributing

Appears eligible for NRHP
(2016 Survey)

8SR00725

Fisher Hamilton (B)
(Commercial Vernacular)

Contributing

Appears eligible for NRHP
(2016 Survey)

8SR02526

Santa Rosa Courthouse, 6865 Caroline Street
Undefined Style, 1927

Contributing

Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey Notes)

Resources with the Potential to be Adversely Impacted by Alternative 4
Site File ID

Resource Name

District Status

NRHP Status

8SR00394

Milton Historic District

National Register Listed

Added to NRHP in 1987

8SR00527

McLeod Penfield House, 6790 Berryhill Street
Frame Vernacular, c1910

Contributing

Appears Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey)

8SR00528

Williams-Johnson House, 6780 Berryhill Street
Frame Vernacular, c1910

Contributing

Appears Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey)

8SR00529

McWhorter Lynn House, 6760 Berryhill Street
Folk Victorian, 1910

Contributing

Appears Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey)

8SR00531

Diamond Wesley House, 6748 Berryhill Street
Craftsman – 1911

Contributing

Appears Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey)

8SR00532

Melvin-Rorie House, 6740 Berryhill St
Frame Vernacular - 1910

Contributing

Appears Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey)

8SR00533

Diamond-Johnson House, 6732 Berryhill St
Frame Vernacular - 1908

Contributing

Appears Ineligible for NRHP (2016
Survey)

Roadway Design– FDOT Position

FDOT has adopted a Complete Streets Handbook in April 2017. An
FDOT Complete Streets Design Manual will be released in December,
2017. The City of Milton will work with FDOT to design streets that
preserve the context of the Historic District and the community.
In response to concern for the Fisher-Hamilton Building for
Alternative 1, FDOT indicated a willingness to relocate the FisherHamilton building to a location in context with the Historic District .
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Transportation has always been a vital part of the City’s
development, character and design.
Historically, the community’s character, growth and design have
anticipated and responded to the needs of transportation while
striving to preserve the built structure of its past.

1840s Blackwater River
1880s Railroad
1920s Old Spanish Trail (US 90)
Milton-Bagdad Bridge Opening 1947

1903

“Milton. A busy little city. Country hotel. Near by at Bagdad are the lumber interests of the Blackwater River
River. The BAGDAD INN [sic.] and meals very good.”
-1928 Old Spanish Trail Travel Guide

1905

One of the fundamental principles of historic preservation is preserving the energy
and character already represented; rather than expending additional energy for
new construction, new locations and changing or destroying existing communities
and historic patterns of growth.
Better streets mean better business. Attractive public space and better designed streets are not simply
aesthetic or safety improvements. Better streets attract more people and more activity, thus
strengthening both communities, historic districts, the businesses that serve them and the city’s
economy as a whole
A new roadway that diverts traffic through a current residential area would alter the historic growth
pattern of Milton

In conclusion, comments received from the Corridor Alternatives Public Meeting indicate
that Corridor 1 is the public preferred, followed by alternatives not presented at the
meeting. Due to the low rankings and lower public support, it is recommended that
Corridors 2 and 3 be eliminated and Corridors 1 and 4 be continued forth in the study for
further evaluation.
As a result, the recommendation for the elimination of Corridors 2 and 3 was submitted to
FHWA for review on November 19, 2015 (See Appendix G). On January 4, 2016, FHWA
approved the elimination of the corridors. On February 5, 2016, this document was
approved by FHWA.

The City of Milton is committed to creating an efficient, well-managed, safe and attractive
transportation system, which will support the continued vitality and contribute to Historic
District’s character, economic development and sustainability while maintaining its historic
integrity.

The longer the issue of the improvements to U.S. 90 is debated, and not acted
upon, our goal of a viable corridor, which preserves the heart of the City of
Milton, moves farther away.

What are the needs to maintain the vitality and
integrity of the historic downtown while addressing
the needs for increased transportation capacity?

PowerPoint will be available after August 28th, 2017
http://www.ci.milton.fl.us/351/Historic-Preservation-Board

